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Global tech and politics collide
How a marked-up term sheet and messy
rollout threw TikTok deal into disarray >>
Exclusive: U.S. prepares crackdown
on Huawei’s global chip supply >>

Special Report: Cyber-intel firms pitch governments
on spy tools to trace coronavirus >>

Exclusive: Papers leaked before UK election in
suspected Russian operation were hacked >>

Global prospects dim for China’s tech
champions as great powers clash >>

Exclusive: Obscure Indian cyber firm
spied on politicians, investors >>

T

he U.S.-China tech war rages unabated. Nation-state hackers are
meddling in everything from COVID-19 vaccines to U.S. politics.
Big Tech companies and governments are facing off over
misinformation, data protection, taxes and more. As geopolitics shapes
the future of the global technology industry, Reuters is leading the way
in coverage with exclusive news, in-depth special reports and the context
and data that readers and clients need to stay ahead.
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THE BIG PICTURE
THE CRACKDOWN ON TIKTOK

THE BATTLE OVER HUAWEI

• Trump to block U.S. downloads of TikTok, WeChat
• China would rather see TikTok U.S. close than a forced
sale
• ByteDance asks TikTok to draw up U.S. shutdown
contingencies
• TikTok booms in Southeast Asia as it picks path
through political minefields
• ByteDance investors seek to use stakes to finance
TikTok bid
• TikTok to challenge U.S. order banning transactions
with the video app
• Microsoft faces complex technical challenges in
TikTok carveout
• TikTok’s Chinese owner offers to forego stake to
clinch U.S. deal
• ByteDance investors value TikTok
at $50 billion in takeover bid
• India asks court to stymie potential
challenge to Chinese app ban
• U.S. probing allegations that
TikTok violated children’s privacy
• TikTok says it will exit Hong Kong
market within days
• China’s ByteDance moves to ringfence its TikTok app
amid U.S. probe
• U.S. opens national security investigation into TikTok

• Huawei to sell phone unit for $15 billion to Shenzhen
government, Digital China, others
• Top Huawei executives had close ties to company
at center of U.S. criminal case
• U.S. to tighten restrictions on Huawei access to
technology, chips
• Portugal telcos won’t use Huawei for core 5G
networks though no government ban
• French limits on Huawei 5G equipment amount to
de facto ban by 2028
• U.S. finalizing federal contract ban for companies that
use Huawei, others
Click here for more leading Reuters coverage on Huawei.

See more exclusive news and insight here.
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TRUSTED VIEWS
Reuters Breakingviews offers unmatched, agenda-setting commentary. Here are some highlights:
• Big Tech backlash will hurt Little Tech more
• U.S. election could be Twitter’s darkest day
• Anti-Huawei drive pays few dividends for rivals
• Arm M&A calls for Boris Johnson veto
• Trump’s swipe at Tencent hits China’s soft spot
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• China tech will double-down
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in Southeast Asia
• Joe Biden would grapple with Big Tech too
• China’s firewall casts shadow over Hong Kong
• India’s war on China apps will have network effect
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ELECTION HACKING

MORE EXCLUSIVE NEWS & INSIGHT

• Russian hackers targeted California, Indiana
Democratic parties
• ‘Dumb mistake’ exposed Iranian hand behind fake
Proud Boys U.S. election emails
• National Guard called in to thwart cyberattack in
Louisiana weeks before election
• Russian operation masqueraded as right-wing news
site to target U.S. voters
• Microsoft believes Russians that hacked Clinton
targeted Biden campaign firm

• ‘Spreading like wildfire’: Facebook fights hate speech,
misinformation before Myanmar poll
• Gamers left reeling as India pulls plug on Tencent’s
PUBG in China spat
• Trump administration weighs blacklisting China’s
chipmaker SMIC
• Tech war chronicles: How a Silicon Valley chip pioneer
landed in China
• Foxconn, other Asian firms consider Mexico factories
as China risks grow
• Chinese dronemaker DJI makes sweeping cuts in
‘Long March’ reforms
• Facebook agreed to censor posts after Vietnam
slowed traffic
• At Alibaba’s Lazada, coronavirus measures become the
latest culture conflict

TARGETING COVID-19 INFORMATION
• Suspected North Korean hackers targeted COVID vaccine
maker AstraZeneca
• China-backed hackers ‘targeted COVID-19 vaccine firm
Moderna’
• Iran-linked hackers recently targeted drugmaker Gilead
• Hackers linked to Iran target WHO staff emails during
coronavirus

EYE ON THE STORY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ByteDance challenges Trump’s order to divest TikTok
U.S. restrictions slow Huawei growth streak
U.S. raises second alarm over foreign hacking
DOJ calls out Russian hacking spree
Chinese hackers targeted vaccine firm Moderna
House panel issues scathing Big Tech complaint
EU wants monthly fake news report from Facebook,
Twitter, Google
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